PAT444S Series

PATRIOT® 11-Ton C-Head Dieless Tool
Hydraulic Self-Contained, 18V Lithium-ion

- New C-Head style for easy access and increased flexibility
- Dieless System with range taking capability
- 355° Head rotation
- Ergonomically balanced
- 3.0Ah and 5.0Ah versions available
- Includes 2 batteries, charger and polymer carrying case
- EP Enhanced Power labeled tools accept 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0Ah Makita batteries

For Use On:

Copper #4 AWG-1000 kcmil
  Terminals: YA-L, YA-2LN, YA, YA-2N, YA-L-2TC, YAB-4N, YA-L-TC, YA-2L, YA-4N
  Splices: YS-L, YS, YS-T

Aluminum #4 AWG-1000 kcmil
  Terminals: YA-A, YA-A-TN
  Splices: YS-A
  HYPLUG™: AYP, AYPO

ACSR, AAC, AAAC, ACAR #4 AWG-556.6 kcmil
  Splices: YDS-RL

See Expanded Range details in Reference Section

Variations:

PAT444SLI  with 3.0Ah Li-Ion batteries
PAT444SL5  with 5.0Ah Li-Ion batteries

Connections are UL Listed to UL 486A-486B on Copper & Aluminum terminals and splices;
Also, comply with ANSI C119.4 on YDS-RL Splices (ACSR, ACC, AAAC, ACAR)
Other BURNDY splice families coming soon!

Specifications:

Output Force: 11 Tons
Tool Weight: 16 lbs
Size: 16.9” x 13.7” x 3.2”
Die Style: Dieless
Operating Voltage: 18 V-DC Lithium-Ion
Recharge Time:
  3.0Ah: 30 minutes
  5.0Ah: 45 minutes
Warranty: 5 year limited warranty
  Lifetime warranty on INFINITY DRIVE®
  3 years on batteries and charger

Accessories:

BAT18VLI: Hi-capacity Li Makita battery (3.0Ah)
BAT18V5AHLI: Hi-capacity Li Makita battery (5.0Ah)
PATCHGRRLI: 120V-AC Makita charger
PATCHGRRLIDC: 12/24V-DC Makita charger
FORCEGAUGE11: Force Test Gauge

Unique 444S Crimp Embossment
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